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Summary

An information retrieval system for the INIS data base is described.
It allows for batch processing on an TEM/J/Go or /370 computer operated
under OS or VS. The program package consists basically of EEM*s IRMS
system which was converted from DOS to OS and adapted for INIS
requirements.

Sections 1-9 present the system from the user's point of view,
deliberately omitting all the programming details. Program descriptions
with data set definitions and file formats are given in sections 10-12.
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1. DiTROIXJCTION

The Information Retrieval and Management System - IRMS was
originally developed by IEM for purposes which are evident from
the name itself. The system is designed for carrying out retrieval
based on controlled terminology, i.e., using the descriptors of a
thesaurus as search points. Basically, IRMS works with three main
disk files, "the names and primary purposes of which are given below:

a) IRMS Thesaurus - is used to check the correctness of the
descriptors in a query and to replace them with their
codes.

b) Inverted file - is used to select among all the available
documents those which are pertinent to the query processed,
i.e., to carry out the actual retrieval.

c) Bibliographic file - is used for printing the information
on the retrieved documents necessary for their identifica-
tion.

At IAEA the system has been converted to OS and completed
with an INIS-IRMS interface which permits the use of
INIS descriptors and some additional data elements as search points.
With these modifications IRMS is being currently used for in-house
SDI and retrospective search services.

All the following sections apply exclusively to the thus
modified IRMS which is used at the IAEA headquarters in Vienna.



2. SEARCH POINTS

In an IRMS query the following search points can be used:

a) All the descriptors assigned to a document from the INIS
Thesaurus. No distinction is made by the program between
indexer-assigned and computer-upposted descriptors. When
a document contains more than one linked group, each of
them is considered as representing a separate document.
In this case the corresponding bibliographic parts of the
records are, of course, identical.

b) The subject categories, both primary and secondary, under
which the document has been classified. Primary and
secondary categories are treated in the same way and the
program cannot distinguish between them. In addition,
groups and series of categories, e.g., the Al-group or the
C-series, are also search points.

c) The language of the publication.

d) The type of record, e.g. J for journal articles.

e) The literary indicator, e.g. K for conference papers.

f) The INIS Atomindex volume/issue, half-volume and volume
numbers. These are useful when it is necessary to limit
the retrieval to a specific part of the whole data base.

For details on how to refer to the search points listed in
a - f above see section 3.2.a - f.



3- IRMS THESAURUS VERSUS INIS THESAURUS

The two thesauri are serving different purposes and cannot,
therefore, be identical. A brief explanation of the differences
in descriptor length, content and structure is given below.

3-1 DESCRIPTOR LENGTH

The descriptors of the INIS Thesaurus can have variable
length limited to J>Q characters, while in the IRMS Thesaurus the
maximum length is 20. Accordingly, INIS descriptors which are
shorter than or equal to 20 characters preserve their form in
IRMS, e.g. ABRIKOSOV THEORY (l6 characters including the space).
INIS descriptors longer than 20 characters are, however,
truncated and appear in IRMS with their first 20 characters
only, e.g. ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY becomes ABSORPTION SPECTROSC
(the -OPY ending is lost). In most cases the truncation does
not lead to any inconveniences since the first 20 characters
define the descriptor uniquely.

There are, however, in the INIS Thesaurus a limited number
of descriptor groups where the first 20 characters of two or
more descriptors coincide, e.g.

ALKALINE EARTH METAL COMPLEXES
ALKALINE EARTH METAL COMPOUNDS
ALKALINE EARTH METALS

To avoid ambiguity the first descriptor encountered,when
such a group is alphabetically scanned, is truncated the usual
way and appears with its first 20 characters, while the others
are replaced by pseudodescriptors. A pseudodescriptor of this
type consists of:



either
a) the dollar sign $ followed by a mnemonic abbreviation,

or
b) the dollar sign $ followed by the last 19 characters

of the descriptor replaced.

Both ways of forming this kind of pseudodescriptors are correct
and lead to the same results in retrieval, e.g., the three
descriptors of the above-mentioned group are referred to in
IRMS as follows:

ALKALINE EARTH METAL COMPLEXES as ALKALINE EARTH METAL

ALKALINE EARTH METAL COMPOUNDS as $ALK EARTH METAL COM (a)
or $RTH METAL COMPOUNDS (b)

ALKALINE EARTH METALS as $ALK EARTH METALS (a)
or $KALINE EARTH METALS (b)

More details about other IRMS pseudodescriptors can be
found in section 3.2. A comprehensive list of IRMS
pseudodescriptors which replace certain INIS descriptors is
given in Appendix 1.

3.2 CONTENT

The IRMS Thesaurus contains:

a) All the descriptors of the INIS Thesaurus, truncated to 20
characters or replaced by pseudodescriptors, when necessary,
and their code numbers. The code-number systems of both
thesauri are identical. Code numbers are used as entry
points into the IRMS inverted file when performing the
retrieval.

b) Pseudodescriptors of the type $CAT=XXX where XXX is generally
a subject category assigned to a document either as primary
or as secondary one.



Note that for each specific subject category assigned
three pseudodescriptors of this type are generated. They
correspond to the category itself (e.g. j2JCAT=A21 for A21),
to the group of categories (e.g. $CAT=A2 for A21, A22 and A20)
and to the series of categories (e.g. $CAT=A for all the
categories of the series AGO, PHYSICAL SCIENCES). Thus,
retrieval at each level of category generality can be done.

Note also that the pseudodescriptors in pairs like
$CAT=A20 and $CAT=A2 are different and, when used in
retrieval, select different subsets of the data base, e.g.:

$CAT=A20 - subset S, consisting of all documents
classified under the general A20 category,
either as primary or as secondary one.

$CAT=A2 - subset Sp consisting of all the documents
classified under categories belonging
to the A2 group (A20, A21 and A22), no
matter whether these were used as
primary or secondary categories.

Obviously, Ŝ Sg.

c) Pseudodescriptors of the type $LAN=XX...X when XX...X is the
language of publication spelt out in English and in upper-
case characters, e.g.

#IAN=ENGLISH
$LAN=RUSSIAN
j&AN=FHENCH
etc.

•

A comprehensive list of this kind of pseudodescriptors is
given in Appendix 2.



Note that the INIS Descriptive Cataloguing Rules
require a language statement in tag 600 only if the language
of publication is not English. Accordingly, IRMS generates
the pseudodescriptor $LAN=ENGLISH for all the records
whose tag 600 is empty. Therefore, when the language
statement is erroneously omitted in cataloguing a non-
English document, this is treated by IRMS as if it were in
English.

d) Pseudodescriptors of the type $TYP=X where X is the type of
record (see tag 008 in the INIS Worksheet header reproduced
in Appendix 3), e.g. $TYP=R for reports.

e) Pseudodescriptors of the type $LIT=X where X is a literary
indicator circled in tag 008 (see the INIS Worksheet header
reproduced in Appendix 3), e.g. $LIT=Y for progress reports.
More than one literary indicator is allowed for the same
document and in this case more than one pseudodescriptor of
this kind is generated, e.g. $LIT=K and $LIT=E for a
conference paper published in summary form.

f ) Pseudodescriptors of the type ̂ VOL=XXXXX where XXXXX is the
INIS Atomindex volume/issue, half -volume and volume numbers.
Three pseudodescriptors of this kind are generated by IRMS
for each record on the file, e.g. for a document published
in INIS Atomindex vol.5 no. 3 they are

- indicates the exact issue of publication;
- indicates that the document was published
in the first half of vol.5; (similarly, it
would be ̂ VOL=05/B for documents published
in the second half of vol. 5)*

$VOL=05 - indicates the volume of publication.



The first character of a pseudodescriptor is always $
(dollar sign). A specific numeric code is assigned to each
pseudodescriptor and used as entry point into the IRMS inverted
file. These codes are different from the descriptor codes of the
INIS Thesaurus; exception is made only for pseudodescriptors
replacing real descriptors (see section 3.1), in which case the
original descriptor codes are preserved.

Both real INIS descriptors (either truncated or not) and
special IRMS pseudodescriptors, which together form the IRMS
Thesaurus, can be equally used in formulating IRMS query profiles.
In section ̂, when discussing the IRMS request structure, we shall,
for the sake of brevity, use the term "descriptor" for both
descriptors and pseudodescriptors.

3.3 STRUCTURE

The structure of the INIS Thesaurus is well-known. Each term
in it is connected with other terms by a number of hierarchical,
associative and/or preferential relationships. These are taken
into account when preparing the INIS output tapes and, consequently,
the IRMS inverted file . Retrievers must keep this in mind and
make use of it in formulating, broadening, tightening, or
generally, modifying their queries.

Thus, the purposes of the IRMS Thesaurus are limited to those
indicated in section l.a above; the thesaurus itself represents a
sorted file of descriptors and pseudodescriptors accompanied by
their codes.

Preferential and associative relationships are taken into account
by the indexers when preparing the input. Hierarchy is taken
care of by the procedure of hierarchical up-posting, i.e. if a
document appears on the IRMS inverted file under a descriptor, it
also appears there under all the BTs (broader terms) of that
descriptor.



4. THE IRMS BIBLIOGRAPHIC PILE

This is a direct-accesible file containing information which
allows the identification of the documents to be retrieved. Two
different versions of that file are used at the IAEA:

a) A file containing complete bibliographic citations and sets
of indexer-assigned descriptors arranged in the same way as
in INIS Atomindex. If the document has machine-readable
abstracts, these are included as well. This kind of
bibliographic file is used for relatively small data bases
in the internal IAEA SDI service.

b) An abbreviated file containing information on the search
points (see section 2.a - _f), the RN, the title and the title
augmentation (if any). This kind of bibliographic file is
used with large data bases in retrospective searches. It
includes only those data elements which provide subject
information sufficient for a rough preliminary evaluation of
the documents retrieved. Complete bibliographic descriptions
can then be found in INIS Atomindex through the Reference
Numbers (RN) given.

Records on both versions of the bibliographic file are referred
to by means of an IRMS-generated Document Access Number (DAN).
Generally, IRMS DANs are different from INIS RNs. If an INIS record
has more than one linked group of descriptors, then more than one
DNA is generated for It by IRMS (see also 2.a).
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5. REQUEST STRUCTURE

Queries are entered into the computer on punch cards and
processed in batch. Each request consists of:

a) a title card;

b) descriptor card(s);

c) query card(s).

The general card format is

1 2
I D variable text - see 5-l> 5.2 and 5̂

75
2

74 76 80
0 5 R R N N N

where:
ID - card type identifier; can have one of the following values!

00
01,02,..,15
99

for the title card;
for the descriptor cards;
for the query card(s).

05 - must be punched in cols 74-75 of all cards.
RR - two-digit retriever's code (at seminars - course number)
NNN - three-digit query number.

Note; No two queries in a batch with the same retriever* s code and
query number are accepted.

5.1 TITIE CARD

This is the first card of each query. Its format is as follows:

1 2

0 0
3 4 73

see .a - .£ below
74 80

0 5 R R N N N



a) In the IAEA SDI service:

Col. No. Content

4-15 QUERY :SDI-
14-16 Three-digit query number as assigned by the SDI

coordinator
17 Modification code: A - tight profile

B - medium profile
C - loose profile
D - very loose profile
etc. (if any)

18 / (slash)
19 Total number of query versions
20-21 Blanks
22-29 Date of requesting the query; e.g. 75-08-Q5

when the query was made on 5 August 1975-
Blanks

32-49 Requester's name
50 Blank

55-62 Requester' s room and extension numbers separated
with a slash

6̂ -64 Blanks
65-69 RETR:
70-72 The first three letters of the family name of

the subject specialist (retriever)
73 Blank

Note; The retriever's code RR is fixed. The three-digit
individual query numbers NNN (cols 78-80) are assigned
by the retriever and must be different for the various
versions (A, B, C, etc.) of the same request.

10



b) In the IAEA Retrospective Search service

Col. No. Content

4-15 RETROINIS-
14-16 Three-digit query number as assigned bythe SDI

coordinator
17 Modification code: A - tight profile

B - medium profile
C - loose profile
D - very loose profile
etc. (if any)

18 / (slash)
19 Total number of query modifications
20-21 Blanks
22-72 Same format as given previously in a.

75 Blank

c) At INIS seminars

Col. No. Content

4-11 SEMINAR:
12-̂ 0 Seminar's location, month and year (abbreviated

if necessary)
31 Blank
32-72 Participant's name, organization and country;

other information (at the discretion of the
participant)

73 Blank

Notet At seminars RR indicates the course number.
A range of query numbers is given to each participant
for free assignment. No repetition of query numbers
is allowed.

11



5.2 DESCRIPTOR CARDS

As already mentioned, both descriptors and pseudodescriptors
form part of the IRMS Thesaurus and can equally be used in query
formulation. For the sake of brevity we refer to "descriptors"
only but, actually, both descriptors and pseudodescriptors are meant.

The descriptors used in a search are divided into groups.
The descriptors in each group are linked by one of the two logical
operators:

AD (logical "and"), and
J0R (non-exclusive logical "or").

Each group may contain up to 10 descriptors. There may be up
to 15 groups. Thus,a query profile may contain up to 150 descriptors.

The groups are numbered from 01 to 15. The descriptor cards
must be given in ascending group number.

Each descriptor card has the following format:

1 2
G G

3

>

4 5
j6 P

6 7 73
Descriptors

74 80
0 5 R R N N N

where
GG is the group number (01 to 15)
J0P is the logical operator used (either AD or

The descriptors (twenty characters at most1.) are punched,
beginning in column 7 and separated by commas. No blanks should
either precede or follow the commas. A period (.) must follow the
last (or only) descriptor on a card.

If the descriptor field (cols 7-73) is not enough for entering
all the descriptors of a group, up to three additional cards
bearing the same group number may be used. Their format is exactly
the same as described above. Each of them must have a period after
the last (or only) descriptor and, therefore, there can be no
transfer of descriptor parts from one card to another. Thus, the
order of the descriptor cards (up to four) within a group is

irrelevant.

12



Note that if a group consists of one descriptor only, either
of the two logical operators (AD or $R) may be used. The results
obtained will be identical for each case.

5.3 QUERY CARD(S)
The query card is used to express the actual question by means

of combining the various descriptor groups with the logical
operators AD ("and"), J0R (non-exclusive "or") and N.0 ("and not").
It has the following format:

1 2

9 9
3
>
4 73
nnnn=Boolean expression

74 80
0 5 R R N N N

where:
99 is the query-card identifier.
nnnn is the output definition parameter. It is a decimal

number which may consist of 1-4 digits, i.e.
1̂  nnnn4;9999. This number must be followed by an
equal sign (=) after which the Boolean expression
starts (no blanks are allowed).

If the Boolean expression is too long and cannot be entered
into cols 4-73 of the query card, a continuation card (one only'.)
may be used. Its format is:

1 2

9 9
3
J

4 73
Boolean expression (continued)

74 80
0 5 R R N N N

13



The output definition parameter nnnn governs the printout of
the documents retrieved: if the actual number of these documents
(either at an intermediate or at the final step of the query
execution) is less than or equal to nnnn, then the program prints
out the corresponding bibliographic citations; otherwise it just
indicates the number of documents retrieved and the printing is
suppressed. Thus, the output definition parameter acts as a sort
of safety factor against printing long lists of irrelevant
documents in case of wrong or badly formulated queries.

The Boolean expression is constructed in accordance with the
following rules:

a) The simplest Boolean expression consists of a primary. A
primary is either

i) a single group number or
ii) another expression enclosed in parentheses.

b) More complicated expressions are formed by linking two or
more primaries with logical operators. If the primaries
linked are more than two, all the operators used must be
of the same type.

c) No more than two levels of nested parentheses are admitted.

d) A logical operator may appear only between two primaries,
i.e. no two operators can be adjacent to each other.

e) The operators which can be used are:

i) AD (logical "and");
ii) J0R (non-exclusive "or");
iii) N0 (logical "and not").

All desired operators must be specified explicitly.

14



f) The parentheses used must be balanced, i.e. the number of
open parentheses must be equal to that of the closed
ones.

g) A group number in a Boolean expression may appear only
once. If a second use of the same set of descriptors is
required, they must be repeated a second time on the
descriptor cards with different group number.

Examples

I. Valid IRMS Boolean expressions:
01
01AD02

(01$R02)AD03
( ( 01AD02 )0R( Q5AD04 ) ) AD05

(01AD02)NJ003
011002

II. Invalid IEMS Boolean expressions:
01AD02J0R03 Two operators of different types

(rule b).
0102 Missing (i.e. not explicitly specified)

operator (rule e).
01ADNJ002 Two consecutive operators (rule d).
01AND02 Illegal operator (rule e).
(01AD(02,0R(0;5AD04))) Three levels of nested parentheses

(rule c).
((01̂ R02)AD03 Unbalanced parentheses (rule f).
(01AD02)j0R(01AD03) Group number used twice (rule g).

Two sample queries are given in Appendix 4-.

15



6. IRMS FORMALISM VERSUS BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

The IRMS query formulation is actually just a way of expressing
Boolean operations between classes.

Each descriptor in the descriptor cards represents the class
of all documents in the data base to which that descriptor has been
assigned (either by the indexer or by the automatic up-posting
procedure).

Each group is the class resulting from the Boolean sum (operator
$R) or the Boolean product (operator AD) of the classes represented
by the descriptors in that group.

The Boolean expression in the query line, finally, represents
the class resulting from the specified Boolean operations between
the various groups. This is actually the class of documents to be
retrieved.

The following diagrams give a schematic picture of the three
Boolean operations:

ins

Case 1: Case 2: AOB=0
where:

I
A

B
A,B

is the class of all the documents in the data base;
is the class of documents indexed with descriptor A;
is the class of documents indexed with descriptor B;
are the classes of documents not indexed with descriptors A and B
respectively;

M is the Boolean product or class intersection operator;
y is the Boolean sum or class union operator.

The result of the Boolean operation A UB is illustrated by the sum of
areas AflB, Af)B and A OB in case 1 and, respectively, by A and B in
case 2.

16



If group numbers 01 and 02 are assigned to descriptors A and
B respectively, then one-to-one correspondence between IRMS and
Boolean operators can be established:

01AD02 5 AflB (6*1)
010R02 = A(JB (6*2)
011002 = AflB (6*3)

The symbol = means "is equivalent to".

In Appendix 5 some of the most useful laws of Boolean algebra are
listed. Many of the limitations imposed by rules 5«3*a - g_ can be
overcome with the help of these laws. For instance, the expression

01AD(02AD((03AD04)0R(05AD06))0R(07AD08)),

although quite legitimate in Boolean algebra, violates both rule JD
(AD and ffSR. operators in the outermost pair of parentheses) and rule
£ (three levels of nested parentheses). One level of nested
parentheses is avoided if we write it as

01AD( (02AD03AD04)J25R(02AD05AD06)̂ R(07AD08) ),

but group 02 is now repeated twice (rule gj. Therefore, a new
group 09 equivalent to group 02 is introduced and the expression
takes its final form

01AD((02AD03AD04)0R(09AD05AD06)0R(07AD08)).

Another way of dealing with the same expression would be to split
the original request into two subqueries:

a) 01AD02AD((03AD04)0R(05AD06));

b) 01AD07AD08;

the final answer to the request would then be the sum of answers
to a and to above.

17



7- SEARCH EXECUTION AND OUTPUT

7.1 EXECUTION

IRMS carries out the search from left to right along the
Boolean expression, in one or more steps. Each step produces its
own output.

The number of steps can, to a certain extent, be controlled by
the retriever and depends on the way in which the Boolean
expression of the query card(s) is formulated. This control is
limited because it must be exercised within the rules 5O»a - J>2
in particular, rule £ which does not allow more than two levels
of nested parentheses is of primary importance.

The number of execution steps is equal to the number of query-
line primaries which

a) are not enclosed in a higher level of parentheses;

b) are linked by the operators AD or N0.

If the operator linking the primaries is 0R, or the Boolean
expression consists of a single primary, then the search is
carried out in one step. Some illustrative examples are given in
the following table:

Boolean expression Total number of steps Step expressions
01 1 01
01J0R02 1 01J0R02
((010R02)AD03)NJ004 2 1)

2)
01AD02 2 1) 01

2) 01AD02

01AD02ADO;5AD04- 4 1) 01

2) 01AD02

5) 01AD02AD03
4) 01AD02AD03AD04

18



To reduce the amount of printout when the search is carried
out in steps, it is advisable to arrange the Boolean expression in
such a way that the primaries with the lower probabilities are
searched first (see 7.2 and 8).

7-2 SEARCH OUTPUT

The search program processes the queries in the order in
which they are submitted and, for each query, produces the output
described below. Appendix 6 gives sample computer printouts.

A listing of the request cards comes first. If any error is
detected by the program, an error message is printed and, most
probably, no further output is produced. Appendix 7 gives a list
of error messages which can be produced by the search program.

If no error is detected the output proceeds by steps.
Intermediate steps are indicated by a line reading "TEMPORARY ANSWER";
this message is followed by the number of documents retrieved
(N=...) and by a list of descriptor groups on which that particular
step is based (QU=.....). The last (or only) step starts with a
similar line reading "LAST ANSWER"; no group list is given here
since all the groups participate in selecting the last answer.

Because of the way the steps are defined, the documents
retrieved at a given step are always a proper or improper subset of
the documents retrieved at any of the preceding steps. The
bibliographic citations are, therefore, only printed for the first
step which retrieves a number of documents less or equal to the

\L

output definition parameter. After the step indicator line (either
"TEMPORARY ANSWER" or "LAST ANSWER") the bibliographic citations
follow. They consist of:

* At previous steps where the number of documents retrieved exceeds
the value of the output definition parameter as specified on the
query card the printing of the bibliographic citations is
suppressed (see section

19



a) A header line containing

i) The IRMS Document Access Number (DAN)j note that the
IRMS DAN is different from the INIS RN (see section ̂).

ii) The INIS RN.

iii) The volume/issue numbers.

iv) The codes of primary and secondary (if any) subject
categories in their correct order.

v) An indication of the type of record in the form of the
corresponding pseudodescriptor (see J>.2.A) but without
the leading $.

vi) An indication of the literary indicator(s) assigned
(if any) in the form of the corresponding pseudodescriptxrs
(see j?.2.e) but without the leading $.

b) The bibliographical data which may be either complete as in
INIS Atomindex (IAEA SDI service) or abbreviated to title,
title augmentation and language of publication (IAEA
retrospective search service and INIS seminars). For more
details see section 4.

c) The indexer-assigned descriptors. These are preceded by
their linked group number in square brackets.

For each subsequent step (if any) the program prints a
list of the DANs only.

The sequence described in ai-c above may only be
violated when in a query more than one linked group belonging
to the same document is retrieved (see also 2.a). In this
case parts a and b are suppressed; part £ is then preceded
by the corresponding DAN.

20



8. ESTIMATION OP THE OUTPUT DEFINITION PARAMETER nnnn

The simplest way to estimate the output definition parameter
nnnn is the "try and guess" method. However primitive it may seem,
its precision increases with tie retrieval experience gathered. It
is based on intuition whose importance can hardly be over-estimated.
Unfortunately, no manuals on how to improve one's intuition are
available.

We shall, therefore, concentrate on a simple statistical
method which can give us a probable value for nnnn. At least the
order of magnitude of this value is usually correct. Statistically
nnnn can be expressed as

nnnn=P .N (8*1)

where N is the number of documents in the data base. Since
every linked group is considered to represent a
separate document (see section _2), N is actually the
number of linked groups in the file. Therefore, the
meaning of the term "document" is not the same in INIS
and in IRMS;

P is the probability to meet in the data base a combination
of descriptors satisfying the query.

For a given data base N is a known quantity. To evaluate P
we start with evaluating the probabilities R of descriptors forming
the query:

p~ <8*2>

where P is the descriptor* s frequency of usage which can be taken
from the INIS Thesaurus. The second of the two figures
in square brackets must be taken since both indexer-
assigned and computer-upposted descriptors are
retrievable;
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M is the number of linked groups in the documents from
which the frequencies were extracted. For Rev.8 of the
INIS Thesaurus the frequency counts are based on 129752
records and M=l49469 (average of 1.15 linked groups
per document).

Then we proceed with evaluating the probabilities P, of the groups
of descriptors in the query. For a group with 0R operator:

? (8*3or)*

where k is the group number (01 to 15);
m. is the number of descriptors in group no. k;
Pd is the probability of the i-th descriptor calculated

according to (8*2).

For a group with AD operator:
TO-, -1 k

where C is an average correlation factor; for the INIS file, C
is unknown. In the case of the ENDS file (Euratom), C
lies between 3 and 4. We can recommend <X5«5 as a good
guess.

Readers not familiar with the mathematical notations may find the
following explanations useful:

mk
£. is the sum of the terms following the symbol for
~ values of i running from 1 to m. ;

* Terms of the type -C10P, P, (where C10 is the correlation factorJ-c. CU dp .Ld.

and the product represents the probability of simultaneous
assignment of descriptors d^ and d2) are neglected in (8*3or),
as they normally are second-order corrections.

** The (mjj-l)-th degree of the average C-factor substitutes here
the product of actual correlation coefficients (C,0, C,.,, C0,,
etc.). 12 ̂  2?
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"k
TT is the product of the terms following the symbol
1=1 for values of i running from 1 to m..

We can now calculate the probability P of the Boolean expression
in the query line as:

where B is an arithmetical expression obtained from the Boolean
one in the query line by means of the following
transformations :

a) The operators AD, Ĵ R and N0 are replaced with M , U and
according to formulae (6*1), (6*2) and (6*5) respectively;

b) Simple group numbers (k) are substituted by their
probabilities (P,) and overscored group numbers (k) by

"V
c) Each U operator is replaced with a plus sign (+) and each
0 operator with multiplication sign (x) accompanied by a
factor C.

Thus, the value of P can be calculated and then substituted in (8*1).

As an illustration let us estimate the number of documents to
be retrieved for the query "Use of radiations other than gamma in
fruit irradiation; apples, cherries, dates and figs should be
excluded". This query may be formulated by means of the descriptor
cards:
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01. AD=ERUITS, IRRADIATIJ0N.

02.AI>=GAiyiMA RADIATION.
03.J0R=RADIATIONS.
04 ,$R=APPLES , CHERRIES , DATES ,PIGS.

and the query card:
99 ,nnnn=( (01AD03)Nj002)N004

Descriptor probabilities are calculated according to (8*2) and to
the data given in Rev.8 of the INIS Thesaurus; M=l49469

Descriptor Frequency Probability Pd

FRUITS 252 0.001686
IRRADIATION 8280 0.055396

GAMMA RADIATION 8845 0.059176

RADIATIONS 25433 0.156775
CHERRIES 4 0.000027
APPLES 35 0.000234

DATES 3 0.000020

FIGS 7 0.000047

Then by means of (8*3°zO and (8*3ad) group probabilities are
obtained (0=3.5).

P01=3.5 x 0.001686 x 0.055396=0.000327
PQ2=0.059176
pQ3=o.156775
PQ̂ =O.000328

The Boolean expression in the query line can be written in the
form

((01003)002)00?,

hence P
n**((p0l x 5'5 x P03} x ̂ ôê  X ^~*0>J

Pn»0.000178 x 0-940824 x 0.999672=0.000168
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For a retrieval file of 65000 documents this value of Pn=0.000168 gives

nnnn «# 65000 x 0.000168 a# 11 docs

It is advisable to take as an output definition parameter nnnn a
slightly higher value, say 20. The query card, therefore, becomes

99,20= ( ( OIUVD05 )N002 )NJ004

The above example is not meant to show how to formulate the
query. It only illustrates how the output definition parameter
can be estimated when the query has already been formulated. It
can also help in arranging the query line in ascending order of
primary probabilities (see 7»1)«

9« RESPONSE EVALUATION

Due to a number of reasons the response obtained may be both
comprehensive and correct only by chance. These reasons are, e.g.,
errors in indexing (under- or over-indexing), inadequacies of the
indexing tools, variations in interpreting the documents by the
indexers who prepared the input, errors in query formulation, etc.
Some definitions will be given below which can help us to evaluate
numerically the response obtained.

Query target is a subset T of the entire data base I. T consists
of all the documents relevant to the question asked. The number
of documents in the query target T is denoted as N_,.

Query yield is another subset Y of the same data base I.
Y consists of those documents which have actually been selected
(retrieved) as a result of the query. The number of documents in
the query yield Y is denoted as N «
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Let us suppose that the query yield can (e.g., by manual scanning)
be subdivided into:

-Hits, i.e. documents retrieved which are relevant to the
question asked,

and
-Noise, i.e. documents retrieved which are not relevant to

the question asked. If N,, and NM are the numbers of documents inxl N
the hits and in the noise respectively, then evidently

NY=NH+NN

We have now all the quantities necessary to define the two
main numerical characteristics of the response:

Recall ratio (completeness ratio) R is the ratio of the
3r of relevant documents retrie\

relevant documents in the data base N_
number of relevant documents retrieved Nu to the number of all then

NHR=~ (9*la)
"T

Relevance ratio (precision ratio) P is the ratio of the number
of relevant documents retrieved NR to the number of all the
documents retrieved Ny

NH

Very often both recall and relevance are expressed in percent:
NHrp % (9*lb)
NT

NH (9*2b)
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By definition

and, accordingly,

It is clear from the above definitions and formulae that the
relevance ratio can be calculated on the basis of the query results
only, while calculation of the recall requires some knowledge of
documents which have not been retrieved. Hence, the relevance
ratio is much easier to obtain. Precise calculation of the
recall ratio is only possible for small data bases which allow for
reasonably quick manual scanning. In practice the recall is
estimated approximately - either by extrapolating NT as the limit
of Ny for a series of queries encompassing each other or by
manual scanning of a small part of the entire data base.

For a given data base the two quantities, R and P, are not
independent of each other. Usually, an attempt to increase the
recall (e.g. by broadening the query profile) leads to decreasing
the relevance and vice versa. The relative speeds of these
changes are an intrinsic characteristic of the data base itself.
For a "good" data base reasonable gains in R (respectively, P)
should not lead to very big losses in P (respectively, R).
In any case, this interconnection is of statistical nature and
should be averaged over a large number of queries. No attempts
should be made to assess the quality of the file on the basis of
an individual query or a small group of queries.
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10. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The IBM system was originally written for DOS [5, 6, 7] and
has been modified for INIS requirements in DOS [1, 2J. This DOS version
has then been converted to OS whereby only those parts needed for
INIS-SDI purposes have been included. A special job set up is needed
to generate retrospective files. If the INIS Secretariat should
decide to use this system for retrospective search as well, the full
IRMS system should be converted to OS, which allows to update existing
IRMS files. Another simplification is that query input can be on cards
only and not on console as in DOS.

An additional program is then required which converts INIS output
tapes to an internal format, which is the input format to the retrieval
system. This means that for INIS Member States a complete set of
programs would be available, which allows to process IRMS queries on
INIS output tapej. As additional input file the INIS Thesaurus master
file is required as well.

10.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
- IBM 360 or ̂70 operated under OS (or VS)
- IBM 3330 disk drive
Private disk space for dictionary file, bibliographic and
inverted files, and work space (sort work areas, etc.)
Note; There exists an old version of programs SEARCH and WRTBIB,

to be used with 2314 disk drives.
- 120K partition
- One magnetic tape unit (preferably 9-track)
- Card reader
- Line printer (preferably with upper-lower case characters)

10.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

Assembler, PL/1(F)> IBM sort utility programs, general 3EM
utility programs (like
INIS/IRMS program package.
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10-3 INPUT DATA FILES

INIS Atomindex file (INIS output tape respectively)
INIS Thesaurus tape
Pseudodescriptor cards
Query cards (to be supplied by the user)

11. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The general flow chart is given as a figure in Appendix 8.1<an
example of job control is listed in Appendix 9«

11.1 CVMI1 - CONVERT INIS OUTPUT TAPES TO INTERNAL FORMAT (not used
at IAEA)

Program CVMI1 reads the INIS output tapes (9 or 7 tracks) and
converts the data to the internal format used for processing at
the INIS Secretariat. For simplification tag 805 (subject index)
may be skipped on the INIS file.

This program is similar to program CVMI described in
IAEA-ZNIS-l4(Rev.l) [3] which converts INIS input tapes. The
main program may be used without change, however subroutine NXTTAG
has to be modified in order to generate an INIS master file and
not the INIS bibliographic check file.

Data Set Definitions

MAGTP INIS output tape (see IAEA-INIS-9(Rev.2)) [4]
SYSPRINT System messages
ATMF Atomindex file (output, max. record length 3500

characters, variable length records)

11.2 BISECT - CREATE BIBLIOGRAPHIC TEXT FILE

Program BIBTXT reads the Atomindex file (output of program
CVMI, see 11.1), and creates the lines of text which the search
program SEARCH (see 11.6) will print in reply to queries. The
text lines produced by BIBTXT are processed by program CVTBIB
(see 11.3) which creates the IRMS bibliographic file.
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Output of this program is a file with fixed length records
(recond length 6l), formatted as in the printed version of
INIS Atomindex.

The record format is as follows:

text

1 2 61

The first character t of each record identifies blocks of
lines as follows:

t = 'R' this record is the first line of the bibliographic
description. It contains the RN of the document in
pos. 2 to 7> the main subject category in
pos. 8 to 10, and the 8 literary indicators in
position 11 (8 bits, a bit per indicator).

'R1 RN CAT LIT not used

1 2 7 8 10 11 61

t = 'X1 : this record is the first line of descriptors in
each split,

b = ' ': all other records.

For any given INIS record there is one R-type record and as
many X-type records as there are splits. Abstracts, when available
in machine-readable form, follow the bibliographic description.
With input parameter RETRO only the searchable elements, the
title and title augmentation are transferred to the bibliographic
text file. This parameter is useful if retrospective files are
generated. This reduction of bibliographic data results in about

less disk space requirement.
No external routines are used.
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Data set definitions

SYSPRINT PL/1 messages
ATMF Atomindex file (input, max. record length 3500

characters, variable length records)
ATMXF Bibliographic text file (output, record length

6l characters, fixed length records)

11.3 CVTBIB - CONVERT BIBLIOGRAPHIC PILES

This program creates the IRMS bibliographic file (BIBP) with
an index file to the bibliographic file (XBIBP), and the IRMS
direct search file.

It also assigns IRMS DAN*s (Document Recess Number). The
IRMS DAN differs from the INIS RN number, since the DAN starts
usually with 1 and is assigned to each linked group and not,
as in INIS, to each document. The reason for this is that from
the point of view of retrieval each split represents a different
retrievable document (see 2.a).

If there is no parameter on the exec-card given, the
DAN starts with 1; if the program is used to create a file to be
added to an existing data base, the parameter on the exec-card
must indicate the highest DAN of the existing data base (see
Appendix 8.2)

The bibliographic file (BIBP) is created by using as input the
fixed-size Atomindex file generated by BIBTXT (see j.1.2) and the
INIS Atomindex file (generated by 11.1). If several issues
are processed, single Atomindex files have to be reassembled to
represent one large INIS file. By the use of program CXBIB
(see 11.8) there is a possibility to update old IRMS files.
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The record format of the bibliographic files is as follows:

DAN SEQ Text

1 3 4 5 6 65

where DAN is stored in binary (24 bits)
SEQ is the record sequence (packed). In the INIS implementation

the record sequence is assigned as follows:
100-199 bibliographic data lines (including abstracts)
200-999 descriptor lines

"Text" is the text as generated by program BIBTXT (except for
the first line of each bibliographic record which contains
the RN, up to six subject categories, the INIS type of
record, the literary indicators (as letters K L U ... etc.),
and the volume/issue number of Atomindex in which the
document was announced (see description of header-line
in output, section 7.2.a.i-vi).

In order to simplify the retrieval program, the bibliographic
data is repeated as many times as there are linked groups and
only one linked group is stored with each bibliographic description.

The bibliographic file is physically written by routine
WREBIB, which also creates an index to it, so that it can be accessed
directly by the SEARCH program. The bibliographic file is written
in BSAM access method, 200 records are constituted to one physical
block. The block length is therefore 13000, suitable for
IBM 3330 disk drives. There exists an old version for IBM 2314
disk drives. The index consists of a table containing one entry
for each block of the bibliographic file; each entry has the
following format:



Highest DAN in block (binarjfl Relative track
address TTR

6

only the left three
bytes of the
relative address
(TTRZ) is recorded.

The index file is generated in QSAM, thus allowing any
blocking to be done at execution time (e.g. block size = 6,000,
record size = 6, record format = fixed-blocked).

The second output of program CTVBIB is the direct search file
(DRSRCH) which contains the descriptor number (DNR) assigned to
each DAN. This file, after a sort by DNR, is used as input to
the IRMS program INVl which creates the IRMS inverted file. The
descriptor numbers are extracted from level 9xx, tag 802 (corresponding
internally to tag 9xx2, indexer assigned descriptors) and level
9xx, tag 803 (corresponding internally to 9xxj5, descriptors
assigned through the hierarchical upposting procedure).

In addition to the thesaurus descriptor numbers, the program
also creates entries in the direct search file records for the
following data elements:

- volume/issue numbers
- subject categories
- type of records
- literary indicators
- language

In order to be able to retrieve by these data elements without
changing the search program, they are treated as if they were
normal descriptors. For this purpose a list of pseudodescriptors
corresponding to the data elements mentioned above has. been set up
and each of these pseudodescriptors has been assigned a code
number greater than 90000 (so that no conflicts arise with thesaurus
descriptors).



Program CVTBIB reads the file of pseudode script or data and
generates a table. This table is used to look up the code of a
pseudodescriptor. The pseudode scriptor file must be sorted by
ascending alphabetical sequence.

Description of the pseudode script ors :
For each volume/issue number the program constructs a

pseudodescriptor corresponding to the volume (e.g. V̂OL=06), to
the first or second half of the volume (̂ VOI*=xx/A and Ĵ VOL=ocx/B) ,
and to the exact volume/issue number (̂ VOL=sxx/nn) (see .̂2.f ) .

For each subject category assigned the program generates
three pseudodescriptors corresponding to the category, subcategory,
and sub- subcategory (see 3*2. b) . For example, the category A21
generates the following pseudodescriptors:

It is easy to see that pseudodescriptor $CAT=A2 will retrieve
all documents in any A2x category, whereas #CAT=A20 retrieves
only documents assigned specifically to category A20.

For the type- of -record (see 3.2.d) the program generates a
pseudodescriptor of the form: ̂ TYP=X where X is the type of
record as indicated on the INIS worksheet (e.g. $TYP=R).

For each literary indicator assigned the program generates a
pseudodescriptor of the form: $LIT=X, where X is the literary
indicator as circled on the INIS worksheet (e.g. $LIT=K) .

For each language (see 3.2.0 and App. 2) given in tag 600
the program generates a pseudodescriptor of the form:
$LAlt=language, where language is translated to upper case characters.

If tag 600 is omitted, the pseudodescriptor #LAN=ENGLISH is
generated. If a language in tag 600 is not found in the pseudo-
descriptor table (new language or spelling error) the program
issues an error message and assigns in lieu the pseudodescriptor
£LAN=OTHER.
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The internal procedure NUMBER looks up each pseudodescriptor
in the pseudodescriptor table and stores the corresponding
number in the table ADT. This routine checks for duplicates and
ignores them (e.g. if categories A15 and A17 are assigned to the
same document $CAT=A and $CAT=A1 are generated twice). The pseudo-
descriptor numbers stored in ADT are then added to each split of
thesaurus descriptor numbers and written on the direct search file.
The direct search file has the following record format:

DNR
dec. fixed (5.0)

DAN
bit (24)

Program hierarchy:

External routines:

WRTBIB
Calling sequences:

CVTBIB

VTRTBIB

CALL WRTBIB (TXT)
CALL CLSBIB

Entry point WRTBIB writes the text field TXT (char(65)) onto
file BIBP and records the index entry information onto file XBIBP.

Entry point CLSBIB fills the last block with dummy information
(hexadecimal FP), writes it onto disk, closes the files and
finishes the index file in the same way. If this call is omitted,
the bibliographic and the index file would be incomplete.



Data set definitions

SYSPRINT PI/1 messages
BEBF Bibliographic file (output, block size=13000 characters,

record length=65 characters)
XBIBP Index to bibliographic file (output, record

length=6 characters)
DRSRCH Direct search file (output, record length=6

characters)
ATMP Atomindex file (input)
ATMFX Atomindex text file (input)

11.4 INV1 - CREATE INVERTED FIIE

INV1 is essentially the original IRMS program with the two
modifications as described in INIS/IRMS Interface [1]. A further
simplification was that the part for retrospective search which
updates an existing old inverted file has not been converted to OS.
INV1 is an Assembler program, no external routines are used. The
direct search file (generated by CVTBIB) after a sort by descriptor
number and DAN, serves as input.

Output of INV1 is the IRMS inverted file (OMFIEE), which has
the following format:

DNR DAN-L DAN2 padding

1 5 4 6 7 9 9 3

For one descriptor number up to 30 DAN's (in ascending
sequence) are entered in one record. If there are less than 30
DAN's the record is padded with hexadecimal 'FP1, for more than
30 DAN1 s a second record is used with the same DNR in position
1 to 3.

The records are blocked by program (25 records per block),
the highest DNR within each block supplies an entry for an
index file. This index file (X2J0FIIE) has a record length of 7
(3 bytes for DNR, 4 bytes for relative track address TTRZ), and is
blocked by program (40 records per block); the highest DNR within
each index block gives an entry to another index file (record
length 7, block size 1400).
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X10FIIE
(1 block of
1400 char, only

X20PILE OMPILS

Data set definitions

IDPILE
CMPILE
X20PILE

X10PILE

Direct search file (input), sorted by DNR and DAN
IRMS inverted file (output, block slze=2325)
Index 2 to IRMS inverted file (output, record
length=7, block size=280)
Index 1 to index 2 (output, record length=7,
block size=l400 bytes)

Please note that the inverted file with its indexes are
named differently when used as input in program SEARCH.

11.5 DICTO - CREATE IRMS THESAURUS

DICTO is a modified version of the original IRMS DICTL program.
All program parts used for updating an existing IRMS Thesaurus
file have not been converted to OS.

Program DICTO enables one to create the IRMS Thesaurus as
needed by the SEARCH program using as input the deck of pseudo-
descriptors and the INIS Thesaurus. The pseudodescriptor deck
must be sorted in ascending alphabetical sequence.
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The INIS descriptors are truncated to 20 characters, those
which give an ambiguous character string are listed. It is
recommended to declare a pseudodescriptor for the lost codes so
that these terms are retrievable as well (see App. 1).

The IRMS Thesaurus produced by DICTO contains only the
permitted terms of the INIS Thesaurus and no hierarchical structure.

The program constructs two indexes to access the file, the
first index has the starting character of the term as entry, which
points to the second index, where the two starting characters cf Hie -term
form the entry, which then points to the file.

Examples for term 'REACTORS':

R TTRZ

Rb TTRZ

RE TTRZ

index 1

RZ TTRZ

index 2 main file

Index 1 has record length 5 and consists of one block of 150
bytes, index 2 has record length 6 and may have up to 50 blocks,
each one consisting of 150 bytes.

No external procedures are used.

Data set definitions

J0PFIIE

X20PIIE

X10PILE

INISTH
INISAT

Output print file
IRMS Thesaurus file (output)
Index 2 to jZfeflFILE (output, record length=6,
block size=150)
Index 1 to index 2 (output, record length=5 >
block size=150)
INIS Thesaurus file (input)
Pseudodescriptor file (input), same as used in
program CVTBIB (see 11Q)
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Please note that the thesaurus file with its indexes are
named differently when used as input in program SEARCH.

11.6 SEARCH - RETRIEVAL PROGRAM

This is a modified version of the original IRMS search
program. The following characteristics are valid for the OS
version.

a) TABLE1 of the inverted file is core resident (as in DOS).
b) TABLE1 of the IRMS Thesaurus is core resident (as in DOS).
c) The bibliographic file is accessed via a block index

(similar to the track index of the DOS version) rather than
an index sequential organization as in the IBM version.

The index is kept core resident although it is rather large.
An area of 24000 bytes is provided. This allows for 4000 index
entries, i.e. 4000 tracks can be addressed. The maximum area to be
allocated is 32K and therefore 5300 tracks can be addressed. For
making a full disk drive addressable, some program modifications are
necessary, e.g. the use of a double index is recommended.

There are no duration time messages anymore, as in the DOS
version, since the elapse times are irrelevant in a multiprogramming
environment. If a retrieved document is to be printed, the
printing is done by reading the bibliographic file, if several
linked groups of the same documents are retrieved, the bibliographic
part including abstracts is printed once only, followed by the
retrieved linked groups.

Linked groups which do not satisfy the query are not printed.
The SEARCH program creates a file (RNPILE) containing for each
document retrieved in a given run the INIS RN and the identification.
It has the following format:
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RN QID //////
1 6 7g910 11

RET
13 14 16

columns of the
query ID card

where RN: INIS RN number
QID: Query identification (col. 14-17 of the query ID-card)
RET: Retriever identification (col. 70-72 of the query ID-card)
For QID and RET see section 5»1«

No external procedures are used for program SEARCH.

SEARCH is not able to execute correctly more than one N$
operator at a step.

Data set definitions

Bibliographic file (input)
Index to bibliographic file (input)
IRMS inverted file (input)

Indexes to IMPILE (input)

IRMS dictionary file (input)

Indexes to IPILE (input)

Printed output, DCB=(RECPM=PA, BLKSIZE=125)

Work files
WRKPIL
INPHE RN-Pile (output)
CARDP Query input cards (input)

11.7 RNLIST - LIST RETRIEVED RN! S

The program accepts as input the RN file generated by
program SEARCH sorted by RN, QID and RET, and prints a report
indicating for each document retrieved:
- the INIS RN
- the number of times it has been retrieved
- the list of query identifications which retrieve the document
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This list is used to determine how many copies of the
abstract are needed.

11.8 CXBIB - CREATE INDEX OP BIBLIOGRAPHIC PILE

The original IBM program package provided for creation of a
retrospective data base by adding to an existing data base new
information. This part has not been converted to OS. Instead, a
special job flow (see App. 8.2) has been used to perform this
task without repeating on the old data base the most time
consuming programs, namely CVTBIB and BIBTXT. Only the new
data are sent through program BIBTXT and CVTBIB with a parameter
indicating the DAN to start with. The old bibliographic file
and the new one are read by the additional program CXBIB which
creates a common bibliographic file with an index to it.
Furthermore the old direct search file (sorted by DNR) must be
saved for merging with the new search file. The output
of the merge step is then routed to program INV1.

CXBIB is a PI/1 program, and has no external procedures.

Data set definitions

SYSPRINT System messages

BIBP1 "I Bibliographic files (input)
BIBP2 J
BIBP Bibliographic file (output)
XBIBP Index to bibliographic file (output)

Since the index is not created by the Assembler macro
instruction NOTE, the files can intermediately be created on
magnetic tape.
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12. PILE FORMATS

Note; The asterisk (*) means changeable at execution time via DD
statement.

1. Atomindex file (see IAEA-INIS-l4(Rev.l) [3]

2. Bibliographic Text Pile
Record size: 6l
Block size: 6100*

3. Bibliographic Pile
- main file: Record size: 65

Block size: 13000
- index file: Record size: 6

Block size: 6000*

4. Direct Search Pile
Record size: 6
Block size: 6000*

5. Pseudodescriptor Pile
Record size: 80
Block size: 80*

6. Inverted Pile
- main file: Record size: 33

Block size: 2325
- index 1: Record size: 7

Block size: 1400
- index 2: Record size: 7

Block size: 280

7. IRMS Dictionary Pile
- main file: Record size: 45

Block size: 1125
- index 1: Record size: 6

Block size: 150
- index 2: Record size: 5

Block size: 150
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8. INIS Thesaurus Pile
(see IAEA-INIS-l4(Rev.l))

9- RN Pile
Record size: 16
Block size: 1600*
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APPENDIX 1

INIS descriptors replaced by IRMS pseudodescriptors
to avoid ambiguity

DIRECT ENERGY CONVERTERS

HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

SPHERICAL HARMONICS METHOD

INIS DESCRIPTOR CODE

ALKALINE EARTH METAL COMPOUNDS 235

ALKALINE EARTH METALS 236

CHARGED-PARTICLE TRANSPORT THE 12.493

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS EXPERIMENT 2.183

CUMULATIVE RADIATION EFFECTS 13-567

2.693

4.549

INTERNAL CONVERSION RADIOISOTO 4.8ll

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE BODY BURDE 5 -921

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRAT 5-922

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DOSE 5-923

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE 5-924

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE INTAKE 5-925

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE LEVEL 5-926

NONRADIOACTIVE WASTES 6.765

SINGLE-PARTICLE MODES 13-694

SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT-2 REACTOR 13-783

9.365

SURFACE CONTAMINATION MONITORS 9-683
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IRMS PSEUDODESCRIPTOR

j&LK EARTH METAL COM
or ̂ RTH METAL COMPOUNDS

jgALK EARTH METALS
or jgKALINE EARTH METALS

^CHAR-PART TRANS THE
or #TICLE TRANSPORT THE

ĈONTAIN SYSTEMS EXP
or $ SYSTEMS EXPERIMENT

$CUM RADIATION EFF
or $5 RADIATION EFFECTS

or
ENERGY CONV

ENERGY CONVERTERS
jgHYDROEL POW PLANTS

or jgECTRIC POWER PLANTS
CONV RADIOISOTO

or INVERSION RADIOISOTO
PERM BODY BURDE

or jgMISSIBLE BODY BURDE

PERM CONCENTRAT
or OMISSIBLE CONCENTRAT

jgMAX PERM DOSE
or ̂ UM PERMISSIBLE DOSE

jgMAX PERM EXPOSURE
or PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE

j&IAX PERM INTAKE
or $ PERMISSIBLE INTAKE

$VIAX PERM LEVEL
or $M PERMISSIBLE LEVEL

^NONRADIOACT WASTES
°r $NRADIOACTIVE WASTES

ŜINGLE-PART MODES
or ̂ NGLE-PARTICLE MODES

$SOUTH TEXAS PROJ-2
or $S PROJECT-2 REACTOR

ŜPHERIC HARMONIC ME
or jgAL HARMONICS METHOD

jgSURF CONT MONITORS
or LAMINATION MONITORS



THERMOUJMINESCENT DOSIMETRY 11-717 #THERMOLUM DOSIMETRY
or ;gMINESCENT DOSIMETRY

THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS 12.059 #THERMONUC REACTORS
or ^RMONUCLEAR REACTORS

TRANSITION ELEMENT COMPOUNDS 10.̂ 92 $TRANS ELEM COMP
or $N ELEMENT COMPOUNDS

TRANSITION RADIATION DETECTORS 12.210 #TRANS RAD DETECT
or ̂ RADIATION DETECTORS

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYZERS 12.761 $C-RAY PLUORESC ANAL
or $ORESCENCE ANALYZERS
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APPENDIX 2

List of language pseudodescriptors

90157
90156
90158
90159
90160
90161
90162
90163
90164
90165
90166
90167
90168
90169
90170
90171
90172
90173
90199
90174
90175
90175
90176
90198
90177
90178
90179

$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN<
$LAN>
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN
$LAN<
$LAN<
$LAN<
$LAN<
$LAN^
$LAN<
$LAN^
$LAN^

'AFRIKAANS
=ARAB
^BULGARIAN
'CHINESE
'CZECH
'DANISH
'DUTCH
'ENGLISH
'FINNISH
'FRENCH
'GERMAN
'GREEK
'HEBREW
'HUNGARIAN
'ITALIAN
'JAPANESE
'NORWEGIAN
=OTHER
'POLISH
'PORTUGUESE
'ROMANIAN
'ROUMANIAN
'RUSSIAN
'SLOVAK
'SPANISH
-SWEDISH
'TURKISH

Notes: 1.

2.

The language pseudodescriptors are updated periodi-
cally. When, in adding new documents to the data base,
a language is met which is not present in the list,
the program gives an error message and assigns the
pseudodescriptor $LAN=OTHER

The two spelling variations, Roumanian and Romanian,
represent synonymns and have the same code number.
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APPENDIX 4

SAMPLE QUERY 1

Title; Non-neutron data on energy levels of the nuclei; macro-data
and solid-state physics aspects are excluded; search on a
file comprising INIS Atomindex vol. 5 nos 23 and 24 is limited
to issue no. 23 only.

Comments: The title card is of seminar type (course no. 1,
query no. 734 )• Group 02 is written on two lines. Not
more than 50 documents are expected. Query is to be
executed in one step.
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CODING SHEET Nome-
Phone:
Job:

Dote:
Language:

00 *e/ &£ 2A£ Gft4

£*sv ^1 ec THAN
£10£2a40504234

G2, AR Ml TL OSO-t 24
02 $* se*
44 /V

52 ) /V40*
£5C£2i4
£5^/f3

Oio
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SAMPLE QUERY 2

Title: Non-neutron data on energy levels of the nuclei; macro-data
and solid-state physics aspects are excluded; search on a
file comprising INIS Atomindex vol. 5/nos 23 and 24 is
limited to issue no. 2j5 only.

Comments; This version illustrates the techniques of repeating
descriptors in several groups and that of a continued
query line. The combination 14N015 represents an empty
set and is included artificially to extend the query line
over the first card. Note that in groups containing one
descriptor either AD or $R operator can be used.
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CODING SHEET
i Phone: i Dote: i

Job: Language: •
i
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APPENDIX 5

Some useful laws of Boolean algebra

1. aC b s a 0 b = a

2. aCb = a Ub = b

3. a f ib = b H a

4. a O ( b n c ) = ( a D b ) n c = a f l b r i c

5. all b = bU a

6. aU(bUc) = (aUb)(Jc = a U b U c

7« a N a = 0 (no documents retrieved)

8. a U a = I (all documents retrieved)

9. a U b = (aTfb)

10. a f l b = (a \J b)

11. (a y B) = aO b

12. (FD~b) = a 0 b

13- (aO b) = a U b

14. a U (a H b) = a

15- a H b H ^ n . . . = (a(J by cy. . . . . . . )

16. ( a U b ) O c = (afl C ) U ( b O c )

Symbols used: U logical "or"
0 logical "and".

(overscore) logical complement
(i.e. the subset of documents
where a descriptor is not
present)
"itaplies" (subset-symbol)
"is equivalent to"
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APPENDIX 6

The printout of the first sample query of app. 4 is given on
the next two pages. The query was matched against a file containing
the documents published in INIS Atomindex vol. 5 Nos. 2̂ -24. The
IRMS Bibliographic file contained full bibliographic citations.
Search was carried out in one step.

The query is graphically represented on the following
diagram. The three partly overlapping circles marked 01, 02 and 05
correspond to the classes of documents indexed with descriptors
of groups 01, 02 and QJ> respectively. The triangle includes the
documents to which the descriptors and pseudodescriptors of group
04 were assigned. The shaded area is the class of documents to be
retrieved.

02

01
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IRMS SYSTEM
OOaSEMINHR:ANKARA-JUNE 1976 jJEISSBERG (ZAED) FED. REP. OF GERMANY 0501734
01,OR=DATA,DATA COMPILATION/.TABLES. 0501734
02,i3K=BOUND STATE,EIGENSTATES,ENERGY LEVELS,ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSIT. 0501734
02,OR=NUCLEAR CASCADES,NUCIsEAR STRUCTURE. 0501734
OJ.ORsNUCLEI. 0501734
04.0R=NEUTKON REACTIONS,$CAT=A13,$CAT=A31,$CAT=A32,$VOL«05/24. 0501734
99
QU,50=((01AD02AD03)N004)

LAST ANSWER Ns 8

1883 150697 V..05/23 CAT=A33 TYP=R LIT=K
Ianaty,uk, A.Vi; Sokolov, Yti.V. On even—odd effects in

nuclei level density. (In Russian). 0 chetno-nechetnykh
ehffefctakh v plotnosti urovnej wader.

Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu Atomnoj
Ehnergii SSSR* Obninsk. Fi*zi*ko-Ehnergeticheski j Inst..
Neutron physics. Part 2. Proceedings 2. Ali-Union conference
on neutron physios* Nejtronnaya fizika. Chast' 2.
INIS-rof—1543. 1974. p. 32-38.

COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS: CORRELATION FUNCTIONS; DATA;
ENERGY DEPENDENCE; EVEN-ODD NUCLEI; EXCITED STATES;
SUREAFLUID MODEL.

1884 150898 V.05/23 CAT«A33 TYP=R LITaK
Ignatyuk, A.V4; Sokolov, Yu.V.; Shubin, Yu.N. Density of

light nuclei levels. (In Russian). Piotnost* urovnej legkikh
yader.

Gosudarstvennytf Komitet po Isool'zovaniyu Atomnoj
Ehnergii SSSR, Obninsk. Ffrziko-Ehnergeticheskij Inst..
Neutron physics. Bart 2. Proceedings 2. Ail-Union conference
on neutron physics. Nejtronnaya fizika. Chast1 2.
INIS-mf—1543. 1974. p. 24-31.

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS; DATA; ENERGY DEPENDENCE; EVEN-EVEN
NUCLEI; EXCITED STATES; IRON 56; IRON 58; NICKEL 58; NICKEL
60; NICKEL 62; NICKEL 64; SUPERFLUID MODEL.

1988 150993 V.05/23 CAI=A34 TYP=R LIT-K
Adam, I.; Shpalek, A. (Uatav Jaderne Fyziky, Rez

(Czechoslovakia)). Study on nuclear structure by means of
reactions (charged partic.le, xrn). (In Russian). Izuchenie
struktury yadra » pomoshch'yu reaktsij (zaryazhennaya
chastftsa, x?n).

Joint Inst* for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR).
Proceedings of the 3. symposium on the isochronous cyclotron
U—12011 and its uses for studies on nuclear physics, Ceske
Budejovioe, Czechoslovakia, 14-18 May 1973. Materialy 3
soveshchaniya po izokhronnomu tsiklotronu U—120M i ego
ispol'eovaniyu dlya resheniya fizicheskikh problem, Cheske
Budejovttse, ChSSR, 14-18 maya 1973 goda. JINR-R—9-7339.
1973. p. 233-246i

ALRHA PARTICLES} ANGULAR CORRELATION; BETA DECAY; DATA;
DEFORMED NUCLEI; ENERGY DEPENDENCE; ENERGY-LEVEL
TRANSITIONS: EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI: EXCITATION FUNCTIONS; EXCITED
STATES* GROUND STATES; HELIUM 3 BEAMS; JINR SYNCHROTRON: MEV
RANGE 10-100; NUCLEAR STRUCTURE; PARTICLE BEAMS; ROTATIONAL
STATES; USES.

2007 IS1004 V.05/23 CAJ=A34 TYP»J
Auble, R.L. (Oak Ridge National Lab., TN). Nuclear Data

Sheets for A * 64V Nucl. Data Sheets. (Jul 1974). v. 12(3)
p. 305-342.

r°21COBALT 64; COPPER 64; DATA; ENERGY LEVELS; NICKEL 64;
NUCLEAR PROPERTIES: ZINC 64.
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2066 151047 V-05/23 CAT=A34 TYP=J
Der Mateosian, £•; Sunyar, A.W. (Brookhaven National

Lab., Upton, NY)i Tables of angular-distribution coefficents
for gamma rays of mixed multipolarities emitted by alianed
nuclei. At. Data Nucl. Data Tables. (Hay 1974). v. 13(5) p.
407-462.

ANGULAH DISTRIBUTION; COMPOUND-NUCLEUS REACTIONS;
ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITIONS; GAMMA RADIATION; HEAVY ION
REACTIONS; MULTIPOLARITY; ORIENTED NUCLEI; TABLES.

20*7 151048 V.05/23 CAJ=A34 TYP=J
Der Mateosian* E>; Sunyar, A.W. (Brookhaven National

Lab., Up>ton« NY). Tables of attenuation coefficients for
angular distribution of gamma rays from partially aligned
nuclei. At. Data Nucl. Data Tables* (May 1974). v. 13(5) p.
391-406«

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION; ATTENUATION; ENERGY-LEVEL
TRANSITIONS; GAMMA RADIATION; HEAVY ION REACTIONS; ORIENTED
NUCLEI,;. TABLES.

2230 1&1149 V..05/23 CAT=A34 TYP«J
Peker, L.K.;. Sigalov, V.M.: Kharitonov, Yu.I.

(Leningrad Nuclear Physics Inst.). Nuclear Data Sheets for A
= 140. Nucl. Data Sheets. (Jul 1974). v. 12(3) p. 343-396.

T011BARIUM 140; CERIUM 140: CESIUM 140; DATA; ENERGY
LEVELS;. LANTHANUM 140; NEODYMIUM 140; NUCLEAR PROPERTIES;
PRASEODYMIUM 140a SAMARIUM 140; XENON 140.

9131 153657 V.05/23 CAI=F51 A34 TYP=J
Enaelstein, P.; Porterre, M.; Schulz, N.; Vivien, J.P.

(Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 67 -
Strasbourg (Franoe)). Recoil-dtstance data analysis for
incompletely respkved stopped and in—flight components*
Nucl. Instrum. Methods. (15 May 1974). v. 117(2) p. 413-414.

DATA; DE-EXCITATION; EXCITED STATES; GAMMA SPECTRA;
LIFETIME; NUCLEI; RECOILS; RESOLUTION.

END OF BEQUEST
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The printout of the second sample query of app. 4 follows. The
query was matched against a file containing the documents of INIS
Atomindex vol. 5 nos 23 and 24. The IRMS Bibliographic file contained
only the data elements which are IRMS search points. Search was carried
out in two steps. In the second step only a DAN list is printed.

The query is graphically represented on the following diagram. Note
that some classes are referred to in the query by several group numbers,
e.g. 01, 02 and 03 all correspond to the class of documents indexed
with DATA. The shaded area is the class of documents to be retrieved.

Actually, classes 14 and 15 overlap partly with the shaded area,
but are designed separately for the sake of clearness. Since 14 is a
subset of 15, the result of the logical operation 14N015 is always

04,05,06
01,02,03



WEISSBERG (ZAED) FED. REP. OF GERMANY
IRMS SYSTEM

;ANKARA-JUNE 1975
01.AD=DATA.
02.AD«DATA.
OJ,AD«DATA.
04,OH=TABLi.S.
OS.ORsTABLES.
06,OR=TABLES.
07.AD=ENERGY LEVELS.
08.AO-ENERGY LEVELS.
09.UK-ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSIT;
10,OR=ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITS
11.ADsNUCLEAR CASCADES.
12.AO=NUCLEAR CASCADES.
13,OR=NEUTRON JiEACT,IONS,$CAT=A13,$CAT»A31,$CAT=A32,$VOL*05/24.
14,Ort»*CAT=A34.
lo,Ort=$CAT«A3.
99
99
QU«50=( ( 01AD07)OR(02AD09)OB003AD11)OR(04ADOS)OR(05AD10)OR(06AD12)OR(

0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736
0501736

14N015))N013

TEMPORARY ANSWER N= 24 4U«01,07,02,09,03,11,04,08,05,10,06,12,14,15

320 149390 V.05/23 CAJ-A13 TYP«J LIT.E
Electrostatic effects and magnetic screening of Fl»

nuclei in alhadi metal fluorides. (In Russian).
fOUCRYSTAL FIELD; DATA; ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE; ENERGY

LEVELS; FLUORINE 19; NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE; SODIUM
FLUOfifQES; SODIUM IONS; SPIN ORIENTATION; WAVE FUNCTIONS.

321 (021CRYSTAL FIELD; DATA: ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE; ENERGY
LEVELS; FLUORINE 19; NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE; POTASSIUM
FLUORIDES: POTASSIUM IONS; SPIN ORIENTATION; WAVE FUNCTIONS.

1653 150674 V.06/23 CAT*A31 A34 TYP»R LIT«K
Parameters of the technetium-99 neutron resonances. (In

Russian).
CAPTURE; J)ATAj ENERGY DEPENDENCE; ENERGY LEVELS; EV

RANGE; LEVEL WIDTHS; NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS; RESONANCE
NEUTRONS; STRENGTH FUNCTIONS; TECHNETIUM 99; TIME-OF-FLIGHT
METHOD,; TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS.

1655 150676 V.05/23 CA1*A31 A34 TYP=R LIT«K
Propeitttes of partial r-adiative widths in the 1*7Sm(n,

*)*-4»8S» reaction JOB. resonance neutrons and nuclear levels of
"•Sm. (In Russian).

CAPTURE; CORRELATIONS; DATA; EXCITED STATES; GAMMA
SPECTRA; LEVEL WIDTHS; NEUTRON REACTIONS; RESONANCE
NEUTRONS; SAMARIUM 147; SAMARIUM 148; STATISTICS;
TIME-OF-FLIGHT METHOD.

1665 150686 V-05/23 CAT»A31 A34 TYP.R LIT«K
Measuring the curium-244 total cross sections for the

1-300 eV neu>trons. (In Russian).
CURIUM 244} DAJA; ENERGY DEPENDENCE; ENERGY LEVELS; EV

RANGE; NEUTRON REACTIONS; SM-2 REACTOR; THICKNESS;
TIME-OF-FLIGHT METHOD; TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS.

1674 150695 V.05/23 CAT-A31 A34 TYP.R LIT-K
Nonatatistioal properties of partial radiative widths in

nuclear neutron resonances in the range A»147+177. (In
Russian).

CORRELATIONS: DATA; EXCITED STATES; GIANT RESONANCE
MODEL; INTERMEDIATE MASS NUCLEI; LEVEL WIDTHS; RESONANCE
NEUTRONS; STATISTICAL MODELS.
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1703 150724 V.05/23 CA.T-A31 ASA TYP=R LIT=K
Analysis of the effecive capture cross-sections for *»Tc,

*«3Rh, »*»!, **»Cs and «»La in the energy range from 1 keV
to 2 MeV. (In French).

CAPTURE; CESIUM 133; COMPOUND NUCLEI; CROSS SECTIONS;
DATA; ENERGY LEVELS; FISSICN FRAGMENTS: INELASTIC
SCATTERING; IODINE 127; LANTHANUM 139; NEUTRON REACTIONS;
NUCLEAR DATA COLLECTIONS; OPTICAL MODELS; RHODIUM 103;
STATISTICAL MODELS; TECHNBTIUM 99.

1714 150735 V.05/23 CAT-A31 A34 TYP*R LIT-K
Distribution of spec ings between the Cd-112 levels. (In

Russian).
CADMIUM 112; CSMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS; DATA; ENERGY

LEVELS; RESONANCE NEUTRONS: SPIN.

1728 150749 V..05/23 CAI=A31 A33 TYP=R LIT=K
On the neutron resonance structure. (In Russian).
DATA; ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITIONS; EXCITED STATES; LEVEL

WIDTHS: MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS; NUCLEAR STRUCTURE;
RESONANCE; RESONANCE NEUTRONS; STRENGTH FUNCTIONS:
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS; WAVE FUNCTIONS.

1738 150759 V.05/23 C«I»A31 A34 TYP=R LIT=K
Studying into interactions ot slow neutrons with

Platinum-190, 192, 194, 196, 198. (In Russian).
CAPTURE; CROSS SECTIONS; DATA; ENERGY LEVELS; PLATINUM

190; PLATINUM 192; PLATINUM 194; PLATINUM 196; PLATINUM 198;
POTENTIAL SCATTERING; SLOW NEUTRONS; STRENGTH FUNCTIONS;
TIME-OF-FLIGHT METHOD.

1883 150897 V.05/23 CAT«A33 TYP-R LIT=K
On even—odd effects in nuclei level density. (In

Russian).
COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS: CORRELATION FUNCTIONS; PATA;

ENERGY DEPENDENCE; EVEN-ODD NUCLEI; EXCITED STATES;
SUPEAFLUID MODELJ

1884 190898 V.05/23 C«T*A33 TYP*R LIT-K
Density of ligJit nuclei levels* (In Russian).
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS: DATA} ENERGY DEPENDENCE; EVEN-EVEN

NUCLEI; EXCITED STATES; IRON 5«; IRON 58; NICKEL 58; NICKEL
60; NICKEL 62; NICKEL 64; SUPERFLUID MODEL.

1988 150993 V.05/23 CAT=A34 TYP*R LIT=K
Study on nuclear structure by means of reactions (charged

panticle, xyn). (In Russian).
ALPHA PARTICLES; ANGULAR CORRELATION; BETA DECAY; DATA;

DEFORMED NUCLEI; ENERGY DEPENDENCE; ENERGY-LEVEL
TRANSITIONS; EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI: EXCITATION FUNCTIONS; EXCITED
STATES: GROUND STATES; HELIUM 3 BEAMS; JINR SYNCHROTRON; MEV
RANGE 10-100; NUCLEAR STRUCTURE; PARTICLE BEAMS; ROTATIONAL
STATES; USES.

2007 151004 V.05/23 CAT«A34 TYP=J
Nuclear Data Sheets for A * 64.
T021COBALT 64; COPPER 64; DATA; ENERGY LEVELS; NICKEL 64;

NUCLEAR PROPERTIES; ZINC 64.

2006 151047 V-05/23 CAT=A34 TYP*J
Tables of angular-distribution coefficents for gamma rays

of mixed multipolarities emitted by aligned nuclei.
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION; COMPOUND-NUCLEUS REACTIONS;

ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITIONS; GAMMA RADIATION; HEAVY ION
REACTIONS; MUL.TIPOLARITY; 0&IENTED NUCLEI; TABLES.
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£067 161048 V.05/23 CAJ.A34 TYP.J
Tables of attenuation coefficients for angular

distribution of. gamma rays from partially aligned nuclei*
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION; ATTENUATION; ENERGY-LEVEL

TRANSITIONS; GAMMA RADIATION; HEAVY ION REACTIONS; ORIENTED
NUCLEI; TABLES.

<i!60 151110 V.05/23 CAT-A34 TYP.R LIT*K
Cross sections of gamma raws production from the "Fe(n,

n* r) reaction for incident neutrons in the energy range
4.8-6.8 MeV. (In French).

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION; COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS; DATA;
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS; ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITIONS;
EXCITATION FUNCTIONS; GAMMA RADIATION; IRON 56 TARGET; MEV
RANGE 01-10; NEUTRONS.

2230 151149 V.05/23 CAJ*A34 TYP=J
Nuclear Data Sheets for A « 140.
f01JBARIUM 140; CERIUM 140: CESIUM 140; DATA; ENERGY

LEVELS; LANTHANUM 140; NECDYMIUM 140; NUCLEAR PROPERTIES;
PRASEODYMIUM 140$ SAMARIUM 140; XENON 140.

2301 151135 V. 05/23 CAJ=A34 A31 TYP«R LIT=K.
Studying into interaction of slow neutrons with the

europium-152 radioactive isotope. (In Russian).
DATA; DECAY; ENERGY DEPENDENCE; ENERGY LEVELS; EUROPIUM

152; GADOLINIUM 152; RESONANCE NEUTRONS; SAMARIUM 152; SLOW
NEUTRONS; THERMAL NEUTRONS: TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS.

5131 153857 V.05/23 CAJ»F5l A34 TYP=J
RecoiL—distance data analysis for incompletely resolved

stopped and tn-flight components.
DATA; DE-EXCITATION; EXCITED STATES; GAMMA SPECTRA;

LIFETIME; NUCLEI; RECOILS; RESOLUTION.

5798 154503 V.05/24 CAT*A34 TYP.J
On the s*Fe{r« n)ssFe reaction near the threshold. (In

Russian)»
BREIT-WIGNER FORMULA; BREM&STKAHLUNG; DATA; DIFFERENTIAL

CKOSS SECTIONS; ENERGY DEPENDENCE; ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITIONS;
GAMMA RADIATION; IRON 55; IRON 56; KEV RANGE 01-10; KEV
RANGE 10-100; NEUTRON SPECTRA; PHOTCNEUTRONS; PHOTONUCLEAK
REACTIONS: RESONANCE; TIME-OF-FLIGHT METHOD.

o8S4 154548 V.05/24 CAT-A34 TYP.J LIT=Z
Level densities of near doubly magic nuclei from (p»ot)

reactions on bismuth and lead isotopes.
ALPHA PARTICLES; ALPHA SPECTRA; BISMUTH 209; DATA; ENERGY

DEPENDENCE: EXCITED STATES; LEAD 207; LEAD 208; LEAD 209;
MAGIC NUCLEI; MEV RANGE 10-100; NUCLEAR REACTIONS; PROTON
BEAMS.

3864 154551 V.05/24 CAJ»A34 TYP=R
Directional correlations of gamma transitions in »3*Xe.
ANGULAR CORRELATION; DATA; ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITIONS:

GAMMA CASCADES; 6AMMA SPECTRA: MIXING RATIO; MULTIPOLES;
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE} PARITY; SPIN; XENON 134.

5946 154606 V.05/24 CAJ.A34 TYP.J LIT*Z
Gamma-gamma directional-correlation studies in **3Pr.
ANGULAR CORRELATION; COINCIDENCE SPECTROMETRY; DATA;

DECAY; ENERGY-LEVEL TRANSITIONS; GAMMA CASCADES; KEV RANGE
100-1000: MIXING RATIO; PRASEODYMIUM; SPECTROMETERS; SPIN.

LAST ANSWER

1883 1884 1988 2007
END OF REQUEST

2066 2067 2160 2230 5131
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The printout of the query discussed in section 8 is given on
the next page. Search was carried out in two steps ̂ at step 01AD03
the number of documents retrieved exceeds 20 and printing is suppressed).
The file consisted of the items published in INIS Atomindex vols/nos
5/1-6/10 inclusive. In group 04 a "P"-option of the IRMS was used.
It causes both the descriptors involved and their code numbers to be
printed without affecting the query execution.

The query yield is presented graphically on the following diagram
at the level of single descriptors. The left and the right big circles
correspond to the classes of FRUITS and IRRADIATION respectively. The
external curvilinear triangle is the class of RADIATIONS while the
internal one is that of GAMMA RADIATION. The four small circles which
are subclasses of FRUITS represent the classes of APPLES, CHERRIES,
DATES and FIGS. The shaded area is the class of documents to be
retrieved.

RADIATIONS

FRUITS

IRRADIATION
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IRMS SYSTEM
00=RETROINIS-603A/1
01.AD=FRUITS,IRRADIATION.
02.AD-GAMMA RADIATION.
03,OR=RADIATIONS.
04,OR,P=APPLES,CHERRIES,EATES,FIGS.
99
QU,20=(01AD03)N002N004

BINGGELI, M.-H. R/E«235A/530 RETR:BIN 0504388
0504388
0504388
0504388
0504388

APPLES

CHERRIES

DATES

FIGS

PRINT OUT THESAURUS

522

1854

12463

13015

TEMPORARY ANSWER QU=01,03,02

10727 101656 V.05/03 CAT.C41 TYP=J
Mutation of citrus variety Tachima-wase induced by

x-rays*
BIOLOGICAL RADIATION EFFECTS; CITRUS; FRUITS;

IRRADIATION; MALFORMATIONS; MUTATIONS; PLANT GROWTH; TIME
DEPENDENCE; X RADIATION.

22242 112412 V.05/08 CAT=C41 TYP=B LIT=KZ
Bibliography: Mutation breeding of vegetatlvely

propagated plants and woody perennials.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES; FRUITS; IONIZING RADIATIONS; IRRADIATION;

MUTAGENESIS; MUTAGENS; ORNAMENTAL PLANTS; PLANT BREEDING;
POTATOES; SHRUBS; SUGAR CANE; TREES; VEGETATIVE PROPAGATION.

59097 146121 V.05/21 CATsCIS TYP=J
Some anatomical features of a radiation-induced grape

variegata.
CHLOROPHYLL; GENETIC RADIATION EFFECTS; GRAPES; IONIZING

RADIATIONS; IRRADIATION; MUTANTS; MUTATIONS; PLANTS.

61851 148578 V.05/22 CAT»C43 F23 TYP=J LIT*E
Hungarian limited clearance for irradiated potatoes

extended* (In English, French).
HUNGARY; ICNIZING RADIATIONS; IRRADIATION; LICENSES;

ONIONS; POTATOES; PRESERVATION; SPROUT INHIBITION;
STRAWBERRIES.

61852 148579 V.05/22 CAT=C43 F13 TYP*J LIT»E
Cost benefit analysis of selected radiation pasteurized

foods, strawberries, mushrooms, papayas, mangoes, shrimps,
blue crabs and East cost finfish ranking highest in merit.
(In English, French).

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS; CRUSTACEANS; ECONOMICS; FISHES;
FOOD; IONIZING RADIATIONS; IRRADIATION; MANGOES; MUSHROOMS;
PAPAYAS; PASTEURIZATION; RADAPPERTIZATION; STRAWBERRIES;
USA.

66081 152467 V.05/23 CAT-C41 CIS TYP«J LIT«E
Effects of low dose x-irradiation on Fragaria spez. test

of practical application of radiation-induced increase in
f r u i t yield.

BIOLOGICAL RADIATION EFFECTS; LOW DOSE IRRADIATION;
PRODUCTIVITY; STIMULATION; STRAWBERRIES; X RADIATION.

96902 180749 V.06/10 CAT=C43 Fll TYP*J
Progress in food irradiation.
BACTERIA: BELGIUM; CHEMICAL RADIATION EFFECTS;

CRUSTACEANS; DOSIMETRY; ECONOMICS; EGGS; FOOD; FRUITS;
IONIZING RADIATIONS; PRESERVATION; RADIATION SOURCES;
RADICIDATION; RADURIZATION: REVIEWS; VEGETABLES.

LAST ANSWER N« 7

10727 22242 590S7 61851
END OF REQUEST

61852 66081 96902
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APPENDIX

LIST OF ERROR MESSAGES

Message

CARD CODE IS WRONG

NOT IDENTIFICATION
LINE

SEQUENTIAL ERROR
IN REQUEST

MORE THAN FOUR
LINES IN GROUP xx

MORE THAN TWO
LINES IN QLINE

GROUP NUMBER xx
IS WRONG

THERE IS NO
QLINE

QLINE IS WRONG

GROUP USED
SEVERAL TIMES
IN QLINE

Description

Columns 74-75 do not
contain '05'

The first card is
not a title card
(ID=00)

The cards are out of
sequence. Either the
group numbers are
not in ascending
order or two queries
have the same query
number (col. 76-80)

A group may not
consist of more than
4 cards

The number of query
cards may not
exceed two

The group number
must be between 01
and 15

The query card is
missing

The query card
contains a format
or syntax error
(e.g. unbalanced
parenthesis)

A given group
number may not be
used more than once
in the query.
Define a new group
number with the
same descriptors
and resubmit the
query

Action taken by program

The card is ignored. This
may, however, generate
other error messages

The query is not
processed

The query is not
processed

The excess card(s) are
ignored and processing
continues (the descrip-
tors on the excess cards
will not participate in
the search)

The excess card(s) are
ignored and processing
continues

The card is ignored

The query is not
processed

Only the correct portion
of the query card is
processed (if possible)

Only the correct portion
of the query card is
processed
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Message Description Action taken by program

GROUP NUMBER IS
WRONG IN QLINE

ERRONEOUS LOGICAL
CONNECTOR IN
QLINE

UNDEFINED GROUP
IN QLINE

ERRONEOUS LOGICAL
CONNECTOR IN GROUP
xx

GROUP FORMAT xx IS
WRONG

DESCRIPTORS WRONG
OR UNKNOWN IN
GROUP xx

A group number used
in the query is not
between 01 and 15

Either a wrong
logical operator
has been used
(i.e. other than
AD, 0R, or N0), or
a level of paren-
thesis contains
two different
logical operators.
For example the
following expres-
sion would produce
this message:
01AD020R03

The above should
be corrected to
either of the
following (which-
ever applies):
(01AD02)0R03 or
01AD(020R03)

A group number used
in the query has
not been defined

The descriptor
cards may only
contain one of the
logical operators
AD or 0R

Format error in a
descriptor card
(the correct
format is des-
cribed in Section
5.2 of this
report)

The descriptor card
xx contains a des-
criptor longer than
20 characters, or
the last descriptor
in the card is not
followed by a
period

Only the correct portion
of the query card is
processed (if possible)

Only the correct portion
of the query card is
processed

Only the correct portion
of the query card is
processed

The query is not
processed

The query is not
processed

The query is not
processed
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Message

x DESCRIPTORS WRONG
OR UNKNOWN

MORE THAN TEN
DESCRIPTORS IN
GROUP xx

DNR nnnnn UNKNOWN

Description

Descriptor x is
not in the IRMS
Thesaurus

A descriptor
group may not
contain more than
10 descriptors.
Split the group
into two or more
different groups

The descriptor
with descriptor
number nnnnn has
not been used in
indexing the documents
in the data base.
This has no effect
on the query processing.

Action taken by program

The query is not
processed

The excess descriptors
are ignored and
processing continues

The query is processed
correctly
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INIS
[OUTPUT)

TAPE

APPENDIX 8

FLOW CHART OF INIS/IRMS SYSTEM

A8.1

CVHI1 I Program does not
exist at IAEA }

/ /I
1 PROFILES I

SEARCH

1

RETRIEVED
DOCUMENTS^^j

sort by RN

RNLIST ————— ̂ «
LIST OF

RNS RETRIEVED

l̂ _ -̂"̂
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FLOW CHART OF INIS/IRMS -CREATION OF A RETROSPECTIVE DATA BASE
A8.2

[Program does not
exist at IAEA 1

\

/TEXT\
*l FILE J ^

PAF

CVTBIB

PARK) B X X X X X (old DAN number)
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APPENDIX 9 A9-1

IRMS Thesaurus Generation

//X1RX0001 JOB (L2631 .IR,P).537-SCHMID.CLASS=A.TYPRUN=SCAN

exec XIRZDICT
XXXIftZDICT PROC
XXDICT EXEC PGM=INDICTO
XXSVSPRINT OO SVSOUTsA
XXSYSUDUMP DO SYSOUT=A
XXJHFILE 00 DSN=4ATHESF,DISP*< .PASS) ,UNIT=SYSDA.
XX SPACE=<TRK,C100.50).RLSe),DC8»<R£CFM=F,BLKSIZE=I125>
XXX I OF I LE OO OSN=44XITHES.DISP=< »PASS).UNIT=SYSDA.
XX SPACE*<TRK,<100.50>,RLSE).DCB=<RECFM=F.BLKSIZE=1SO>
XXX2OFIUE OO DSN=4AX2THES.DISP=< .PASS) ,UNIT=SYSDA.
XX SPACE=«TRK.<100.50).RCSE).DCB=(RECFM=F.BLKSIZE=J50)
XX3PFILE 00 SYSOUT=(G,.4PLY).DCB=IRECFM=F.BI_KSIZE=133)
XXINISTH OO DSN=XIT.VERSION<0).OISP*SHR
XXIMISAT OO OSN-X1R.PSEUOO.OISP-SHR
XXCOPY3 EXEC PGM3lNAU.OC.PARM** 3*
XXSYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT»A
XXF6 OO OSN=44THESF.DISP=(OLD, DELETE). UNIT=SYSOA.
XX DCB»*.OICT.OMFILE
XXCO6 OO OSN'XIRS.THESF.OISP«<.KEEP).UNIT=2400.L.ABEL=l.
XX DC8=*.DICT.OI4FIUE.VOL»CPRIVATE.RETAIN.SER=OOtI67)
XXP7 OO OSN=44XITHES.OISP-<OLD. DELETE), UNIT=SYSOA.
XX DCB»*.OICT.XIOFILE
XX=07 00 OSN=XIRS.XtTHESF.OISP=(.KEEP).UNtTa2400.I.ASEL=2.
XX OCB=*.DICT.XIOFIUE,VOL=REF=*.F06
XXF8 00 DSl*>AAX2THES.OISPE(OlD. DELETE). UNITsSYSDA.
XX DCB=*.DICT.X2OFILE
XX=O8 OO DSN=XIRS.X2THESF.DISP=(.KEEP).UNIT32400.LABEL=3.
XX DCB=*.DICT.X2OFILE.VOL3REF=*.FO6

00000010
00000020
00000030
00000040
00000050
00000060
00000070
00000080
00000090
00000100
00000110
00000120
00000130
00000140
00000150
00000160
00000170
00000180
00000190
00000200
00000210
00000220
00000230
00000240
000002SO
00000260
00000270

Note: Program INALLOC saves the disk files onto tape.
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Generation of Inverted Pile A9-2

//XIRX0002 JOB <L263l,Ifi.P).537-SCHMID.CLASS=A.TYPRUN=SCAN

//3NLYSTEP EXEC XIRZ0002
XXXIRZ0002 PROC 00000010
XXSORTA8F EXEC PGM=IGHRCOOOtPARM=»MSG=AP.CORE=lOOOOO« 00000020
XXSYSOUT OO SYSOOT=A 00000030
XXSORTLia OO OSN=SYSl.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR 00000040
XXS3KTMK01 OO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=<TRK.200..CONTIG) 00000050
XXSQRTWK02 00 UNlT=SYSDA.SPACE={THK.200..CONTIG) 00000060
XXSOMTWK03 OO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=tTRK.200..CONTIG) 00000070
XXSJRTWK04 OO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=<TRK.200..CONTIG) 00000080
XXSORTWKOS I>O UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=<TRK.200..CONTIG) 00000090
XXSORTIN DO OSN^XIN.MASTER.UNIT=2400.OISP=OUD. 00000100
XX DCB=(RECFM=VB.LRECI.=3496.BLKSIZ£=3500).VOI-=SES=001674 00000110
XXSORT3UT OO OSN=X1NW.ATMABST,OISP=<.KEEP)»UNIT=2400. 00000120
XX OCBs*. SORTIN.VUt.= ( .RET AIN.SERsQO1400> 00000130
*** SORT BY RN.PI.I.NR.SEQ 00000140
XXSYSIN OO DSNsSYSl.COMMON*IHSORT01l.DISP=SHR 00000150
XXBI8TXT EXEC PGMs|N8I8TXT,TIME=20 00000160
XXSYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT=A 00000170
XXSYSUOUMP OO SYSOUT=A 00000180
XXATMF OO OStt*XINW.ATMABST.DISP«OLO.UNITs2400. 00000190
XX OCB=*.SORTABF.SORTIN.VOL=(.RETAIN.SER=001400» 00000200
//BIBTXT.TEXTF OO OISP= C .KEEP) .VOL=( .RETAIN.SER=<*00002 )
X/TEXTF OO DSN=TEXTF.O1SP=«.PAS5).UNIT=2400. 00000210
XX OCB=(RECFMaFB.LRECL=61.SI.KSIZE=6100) 00000220
XXCVT8IB EXEC PGM=1NCVTBIB»T1ME=20 00000230
XXSYSPRINT OO SVSOUT=A 00000240
XXSYSUOUMP OO SYSOUT=A 00000250
//CVTBIB.ATMXF DO DISP-OLO.VOL=KEF=*.8IBTXr.TEXTF
X/ATMXF OO DSN=TEXTF.DISP=(OLO,PASS).UNIT=2400. 00000260
XX DCB=*.BIBTXT.TEXTF 00000270
XXATMF OO OSN=XINW.ATMABST.OISP=OLD.UNIT-2400. 00000280
XX OCB=*.SORTABF.SORTIN.VOl-=HEF=*.SORTABF.SORTOUT 00000290
XXBIBF DO OSN=4ABIBF.DISP=<.PASS).UNlT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(200.bO).RLSEJ. 00000300
XX DC8=t«ECFM=F.8UKSIZE=l3000) 00000310
XXX8IBF OO DSN=44XBIBF.OlSP=(.PASS).ONtT=SYSOA. 00000320
XX SPACE=(THK.t200.50).RCSE».C>-:8=<RECFM=FB.( 4ECL=6.BLKSIZE=6000) 00000330
XXATFIL OD OSN=XIR.PSEUDO.OISP=SHn 00000340
//CVT8IB.ORSRCH OO OISP=<.KEEP!.VOL=<.RETAIN.SER^900003»
X/ORSRCH OD OSN=OSRCH.OISP=(.PASS).UNIT=2400. 00000350
XX OCa=tHECFM=FB.LHECU=6.BLKSIZE=6000) 00000360
XXLIST OO SYSOUT=(G,.4PLY) 00000370
XXSORT1 EXEC PGM=IGHRCOOO,PAHM=«MSG=AP.CORE=l00000' 00000380
XXSYSOUT OO SYSOUT=A 00000390
XXSORTLI8 OO OSN^SYSl.SORTCIB.OISP=SHR 00000400
XXSORTWK01 00 UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=(TRK.200..CONTIG* 00000410
XXSORTMK02 OD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,200..CONTIG) 00000420
XXSORTMK03 OO UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=(TRK.200..CONTIG> 00000430
XXSORTOK04 OO UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=<TRK.200..CONTIG) 00000440
XXSORTWKOS OO UNIT=SVSOA.SPACE=tTRK,200..CONTIG) 00000450
//SORT 1. SORT IN OO OISP=OLO. VOi.sREFs*.CVTBIB.ORSRCH
X/SORTIN OO OSN=OSRCM.OISP=(OLO.PASS).UNIT=2400, 00000460
XX DC8=*.CVTBIB.DRSRCH 00000470
//SORT1.SORTOUT OO OISP=OCO.VOL=REF=*.CVTei8.ORSRCH
X/SORTOUT OO OSN*OSRCH.OlSP=(OLO.PASS).OCB3*.CVTaiB.ORSRCH. 00000480
XX UNIT«2400 00000490
XXSYSIN OD DSNsSYSI.COMMON!IRSORT02).01SP=SHR 00000500
XXINV EXEC PGMsIRINV.TIME«30 00000510
XXSYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A OOOOOS20
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XXSYSUOUMP OO SYSOUTsA
XXDMFILE OD DSN=44INVF,OISP=<.PASS),SPACE=<TRK,<200.50).RLSE).
XX UNIT=SYSOA.OCS=<RECFM=F,8LKSIZE=2325>
XXX10FILE OO DSN=44XlINF.DISP={,PASS) . SP ACE= ( TftK . C100 .SOI «(*(.:>&) ,
XX UNIT=SYSDA»DC8=<RECFK=F.BLKSIZE=1400>
XXX20FILE OO DSNs44X2INF.DISP=<.PASS),SPACE=(TRK.<100.50).RLSk).
XX UNIT-SYSOA•DC8=<RECF *=F.BLKSIZE=280>
//INV.IDFILE OO DISP=OLD.VOL=REF=*.CVTBIB.OHSRCH
X/IOFIUE OO DSN=DSRCH.DISP=(OLD.PASS>.
XX DCB=*.CVTBIB.DRSHCH.UNIT=2400
XXCOPYS EXEC PGM=INAH.OC.PAHH=»5»
XXSYSPRINT 00 SYSOOT=A
XX=4 OO DSN=4&tNVF.OISP«(OLD.DELETE).UNIT=SYSOA,OCB=*.INV.OMFILE
XXF04 DO OSN=XIRS.INVF1,DISP=<.KEEP!.UNIT=2400.LABEL=4,
XX VOL=<PRIVATE.RETAIN.SEH*001167*.DCB=*.INV.OMFILE
XXFS OO OSN=4AXHNF,DISP»<OLO,DELETE),UNIT=SYSOA.DCB=* .INV.X1UFILE
XXFOS OO OSN^XIRS.XlINVF1,OISP=(.KEEP),UNIT=2400.LA8EL=5,
XX VOL=HEF=*.FO4.OCB3*.INV.XIOFILE
XXF6 OO OSN=44X2lNF,OISP=(OLO.OELETE»,UNIT=SYSOA.DCB=*.INV.X2aFIl-E
XXFO6 OO OSN=XIRS.X2INVFI.OISP*(.KEEP).UNIT=2400.LA8EL=6.
XX VOL=REF=*.FO4.OCB=*.INV.X2OFILE
XXF7 00 OSN=448l8F.01SP*<OLO.DELETEI.UNIT»SYSOA,OCB=*.CVT8IB.aiaF
XXFO7 OD OSN=XIRS.BI8F,OISP=(.KEEP).UNIT*2400.LAaeL=r,
XX VOL=REF=*.FO4.OCB=*.CVT8I8.BI8F
XXFS OO DSN=44XBIBF,OISP=<OLO,OeLETE>.UNIT=«SYSOA,OCB=*.CVT8Ic».XalIBF
XXFO8 OO OSN=XIBS.XBIBF.OISP=t.KEEP).UNIT=2400.LABEL=8.
XX VOL=REF=*.FO4.OCB=*.CVT8IB.XalBF

«2 (contd)
00000530
00000540
000005SO
OOOOOS60
OOOOOS70
00000580
00000590

00000600
00000610
00000620
00000630
00000640
000006SO
00000660
00000670
00000680
00000690
00000700
00000710
00000720
00000730
00000740
00000750
00000760
00000770
00000780

Note: Program INALLOC saves the disk files onto tape.
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Search Execution A9O
//XIRX0003 JOB (L2631,IR.P).537-SCHMID.CLASS=A,TYPRUN=SCAN

//ONLVSTEP EXEC XIRZSRCH
XXXIRZ0003 PHOC 00000010
XXCOPY8 EXEC PGM=INALLOC 00000020
XXFI DO DSN=XlRS.THESF.DISP=OLO.UNIT=2400.LABEL=l. 00000030
XX VOL=<PRIVATE»RETAIN.S£R=001167).OCB=MRECFM=F,8LKSIZE=1125) 00000040
XXF01 DO DSN=44THESF.DISP=C .PASS) .UN! T=SYSDA. 00000050
XX DCB=*.F1 ,SPACE=CTRK.UOO »50).RLSE) 00000060
XXF2 DO DSN=XIRS.X1THESF.DISP=OLD,UNIT=2400.LA8EL=2. 00000070
XX VOL=REF=*.F1.DCB=<R£CFM=F.BLKSIZE=150) 00000080
XXFJ2 DO DSN=44X1THES.DISP=< .PASS) ,UNIT=SYSDA» 00000090
XX 1>CB=*.F2,SPACE=ITRK.(100,SO).RLSE) 00000100
XXF3 DO DSN=XIRS.X2THESF,OISP=OLD,UNIT=2400.LABfcL=3. 00000110
XX VOL=REF=*.Fl,OCB=iRECFM=F.BLKSIZE=l50> 00000120
XXF33 DO DSN=44X2THES.DISP=C »PASS>.UNIT=SYSDA. 00000130
XX DCB=*.F3.SPACE=<TRK.<100.50),RLSE) 0000014C
XXF4 DO DSN»XIHS.INVF1.OISP=OLO.UNIT=2400.LABEL=4. 00000150
XX VOL=REF=*.F1 ,OCB=<RECFM=F.8LKSIZE=2325) 00000160
XXFO4 OD DSN=44INVFl,DISP=< .PASS),UN1T=SYSDA,SPAC£=<™K,< 1 OO.aO) • RL&E) . 00000170
XX OCB=*.F4 00000180
XXF5 DO DSN=XIRS.X1INVF1.DISP=OLD.UNIT=2400.LA8EL=5. 00000190
XX VOL=REF=*.F1.DCB=««ECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1400) 0000020C
XXF05 00 OSN=44X1INVF.OISP={.PASS).UNIT=SYSOA, 00000210
XX DC8=*.F5.SPACE=<TRK,UOO,50).RLS£) 00000220
XXF6 OO DSN=XIRS.X2INVF1.DISP=OLD.UNIT=2400.LA3EL=6. 00000230
XX VOL=REF=*.F1 ,DCB=(«ECFM=F.8LKSIZE=280) 00000240
XXFOO OO DSN=44X2INVF.DJSP=< .PASS).UN1T=SYSOA, 000002SO
XX DCB=*.F6.SPACE=<TRK.O00.50).RLSE) 00000260
XXF7 OO DSN=XIRS.BI8F.DISP=OLD.UNIT=2400«LAttEL=7. 00000270
XX VOU=REF=*.F1,OCB=(RECFM=F,8LKS1ZE=13000) 00000280
XXFO7 OO OSN=44818F.O1SP=< .PASS ) .UN IT=SYSOA. SPACE=< TRK. { 100*50). StLSc). 00000290
XX OCB=*.F7 00000300
XXF8 OO DSN=XIRS.XBlBF,DlSP=OU>.UNIT=2400.LABEL=a. 00000310
XX VOU=REF=*.F1.0CB=(HECFM=Fa,LRECL=6.8LKSIZE=6000) 00000320
XXFO8 OD OSN=44XBIBF.OISP=( .PASS) tUNIT=SrSDA. SPACE=<TRK .( 100*50 j . HL&E >• C0000330
XX OCU=*.F8 00000340
XXSEARCH EXEC PGM=IRSEARCH.T 1HE=1 00 00000350
XXSY SPRINT OO SYSOUTsA 00000360
XXSYSUOUMP OO SYSOUT=A 00000370
XXIFIUfc OO OSN=44THESF.UNIT=SYSOA.OISP=J OLD. DELETE) ,DCB=* .CQPYtt.F I 00000380
XXX1IFICE OO DSf*=44XlTHES,UNIT=SYSt>A.OlSP=<aUD.OECETE),DCB=*.CUPVa.F2 00000390
XXX2IFILE DO DSN=44X2THES ,UNIT=SYSDA.DISP=< OLD. DELETE) ,OC8=* .CUPY8.FJ 00000400
XXIMFILE DO OSN=44INVF1.UNIT=SYSDA,OISP=<OLD, DELETE), DCB=*.CUPYd.F4 00000410
XXIFX1I OO OSN=44X1INVF,UNIT=SYSDA,OISP=(OLD, DELETE) ,DCB=* .COPYB.Fi 00000420
XXIFX2I DO DSN=44X2INVF.UNIT=SVSDA.DISP=(OLO, DELETE). DCB=*.COPY6.F6 00000430
XX81BF 00 DSN=44B IBF.UN1T=SYSDA.OISP=< OLD. DELETE) ,DC8=*.COPY6.F7 00000440
XXXBIBF 00 OSN=44XBIBF. UNIT =SYSDA,D1SP=< OLD. DELETE). DCB=*.COPY8.r 6 00000450
XXCARDF OO DDNAME=SYSIN 00000460
XX3PFILE OO SVSOUT=(G..3PLY).OC8=<RECFM=FA.BLKSIZE=I33) 00000470
XXTRS1T OO ONIT=SVSOA.SPACE=«TRK.20).DC8=(RECFM=F.BLKS1ZE=1500) 00000480
XXWRKFIL OO ON1T=SYSOA.SPACE=(T»K,20).OCB=(RECFM=F.BLKSIZE=3SOO) 00000490
XX^NFlLE OO DSN=XIR.RNF,D1SP=OLD OOOOOSOO
//SEARCH. SYS IN OO *
XXSURTRN EXEC PGM=IGHRCOOO 00000510
XXSY SOU T DO SYSOUT=A OOOOOS20
XXS3RTLIB DO DSN=SYS1 .SOHTL Id.OI SP=SHR 00000530
XXSORTWK01 00 UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=<T«K.20. .CONTIG) 00000540
XXS3RTMK02 OO UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=< TRK .20. .CONTIG) 00000550
XXSORTMK03 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=( TRK.20. .CONT IG) 00000560
XXSORTWK04 OD UNIT=SVSDA,SPACE=(TRK.20. .CONTIG) 00000570
XXSORTIN OO DSN=XIR.RNF.DISP=OLO 00000580
XXSORTOUT OO OSN=XIR.RNF.OISP=OLD 00000590
XXSYSIN OO OSN=SYS1. COMMON* INSORT53).DISP=SHR O0000600
XXRNLIST EXEC PGM=INRNLIST 00000610
XXSYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT=A 00000620
XXSYSUOUMP DO SYSOUT=A 00000630
XX9NFILE DD DSN=XIR.RNF.OISP^SHR 00000640
XXLIST OO SYSOUT=(G,.3PLY) 00000650

Note: Program INALLOC restores the data files from tape onto disk.
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